QUATREAU®
Touch User
Guide

Touch

QUATREAU TOUCH
BOILING WATER WITH TOUCH SAFETY
SEQUENCE
For safety the Quatreau Touch system
features a three touch sequence to
activate the boiling water function.



The numbers on each control quadrant in
the diagram to the right indicate the three
areas that must be pressed within three
seconds to activate.
The screen in the middle of the panel will
display ‘boiling’ and the top left control
quadrant (cup icon) will flash red several
times before illuminating red.
To turn off the boiling water press once
any of the four control quadrants.
QUATREAU TOUCH
BOILING WATER - ADJUSTING THE FLOW
The rate of water flow can be adjusted
using the pressure reducing valve on the
left hand side of the QT553-B.



Turn clockwise to increase flow of water
and counter-clockwise to reduce the flow.
To unlock simply pull the device out until
it clicks. Adjust and re-lock by pushing it
back in until it clicks.
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————————————————————
QUATREAU TOUCH
CHILLED WATER
To activate chilled water press the top
right control quadrant (snowflake icon)
once.



When the tap is releasing chilled water
the top right snowflake will illuminate
white and the central screen will display
‘chilled’.
To turn this function off press the top right
control quadrant (snowflake icon) once.
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QUATREAU TOUCH
SPARKLING FILTERED WATER
To activate sparkling filtered water press
the bottom right control quadrant (glass
icon) once.
When the tap is releasing sparkling water
the bottom right glass icon will illuminate
blue and the central screen will display
the message ‘sparkling’.
The sparkling water function will run for
30 seconds (earlier models have an 8
second timeout) before automatically
switching itself off.
Note:
If the sparkling water is spluttering or is
not carbonated enough the system will
require adjustment.
If your chiller carbonator pump activates
when the tap is not in use activate the
sparkling on the tap for one second to
open the inlet valve that supplies the
chiller carbonator pump, failure to do so
could lead to damage.
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————————————————————
QUATREAU TOUCH
HAND HOT AND COLD MAINS WATER
HAND HOT MAINS WATER
To activate press once the bottom left
control quadrant (sink icon) once. To turn
off press anywhere on the keypad.
Note:
During commissioning it is possible to
adjust the temperature to suit personal
preference. Recommended set point is
104°F. To adjust turn the nut on the top
of the thermostatic valve in a clockwise
direction to make the water colder and
counter-clockwise to make it hotter.



COLD MAINS COLD WATER
To activate touch the bottom left control
quadrant (sink icon) twice. To turn off press
anywhere on the keypad.
FLOW RATE
Flow rates are set at commissioning.
The flow rate of both hand hot and
cold mains water can be adjusted by
closing the lever ball valves feeding the
thermostatic valve.
CAUTION
Maximum operating pressure 30 psi.
Do not open lever ball valves fully.
Excessive pressure and flow will cause
damage.
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